The impact of manipulations with cytoplasmically inherited factors on nuclear transmission and degradation in yeast heterokaryons.
Heterokaryotic zygotes in yeast provide a unique possibility to study the survival and transmission of two genetically diverse nuclei in one cell. Using partial pedigree analysis, we show that various treatments used to change cytoplasmic hereditary determinants can essentially affect nuclear transmission in yeast heterokaryons. This includes choice of nucleus to enter the first bud and incidence of various classes of mother/daughter pairs demonstrating nuclear degradation patterns in heterokaryotic zygotes. These treatments include guanidine hydrochloride, a prion-curing agent, ethidium bromide, an agent causing elimination of mitochondrial DNA, and cytoplasm replacement by cytoduction, which leads to mtDNA replacement and transfer of some other cytoplasmically inherited determinants. The genetic and cytological evidence obtained favors prion involvement in nuclear transmission and suggests apoptotic features in nuclear degradation in yeast heterokaryotic zygotes.